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INTRODUCTION
On 27 March
Pravda:

1983, the

following

exchange . was published in

- Pravda Correspondent: "On March 23, .
President Reagan
declared that he had devised a new, defensive concept
What does it boil down to in practice?"
- Yu. V. Andropov: "On the face of it, lavrnen may find it even.
attractive as the president speaks about what seem to be
defensive measures. ...
In fact, the U.S. strategic
offensive forces will continue to be developed and upgraded
at full tilt, and along quite a definite line at that; namely , to
acquire a first nuclear strike capability.
Under these ·
conditions, the intent to secure for itself the possibility of
destroying,
with. the
help of missile defenses, the
corresponding strategic systems of the other side, that is,
of rendering i~ incapable of dealing a retaliatory strike, is a
bid to disarm the Soviet Union in the face of the U.S.
1
nuclear threat"
The culprit, of course, was President Reagan's "Strategic Defense
Initiative" (SOl).
As the late General Secretary's response indicates, the
Soviet campaign against SOl began punctually and without equivocation.
From Andropov to the present, it has been characterized by high degrees
of both intensity and consistency over time.
About two years after
Andropov's
exchange,
the
newly
installed
General
Secretary,
M. S. Gorbachev, voiced similar concerns in his Pravda interview:
They talk about defense but are preparing for attack; they
advertise a space shield but are forging a space sword; they
promise to eliminate nuclear weapons: but in practice are
They promise the world
building up and improving them.
stability, but are moving towards disrupting. the military

equilibrium.
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Daniel S. Papp has suggested that "all American assessments of
MDB must proceed not only from the vantage point of American
intentions. but also from the outlook of Soviet perceptlons.T Since 27
March 1983. Soviet political, military, and other elite commentators have
generally echoed the Andropov-Gorbachev themes. In the fall of 1984.
the Committee of Soviet Scientists for Peace and Against the Nuclear
Threat published a document that presented an extensive laundry list of
scientific-technical, economic, militar~-strategic, and international-political
reasons for the infeasibility of SOl.
In no way inconsistent with the
Politburo line on SDL these themes are likewise echoed by a host of
prominent commentators.
In the 1960s and 1970s, several books and pamphlets were
written about U.S. space weapons.
The military use · of space was
mentioned in several volumes of the "Officer's Library" series of books
5
that were published between . 1965 and 1973.
Much of the U.S.
weaponry discussed in the 1980s in conjunction with SDI had already
6
been described in considerable detail by these and other Soviet writers.
Soviet commentators have long devoted attention to the possible
Col. V. Gorenko
military applications of the U.S. Shuttle proqrarn."
contends that the results of the complex scientific and technical tasks
accomplished in the course of the Shuttle program would serve as the
basis for future development "of even more powerful means for
propelling military cargoes into space, and at the turn of the century, for
the creation of a new generation of manned space ships . . . for the
direct conduct' of armed combat.,,8
Continued attention is also being
directed to the Unified Space Command, perceived to be "vested with
broad powers extending from theoretical research and planning to the
direct use of military space systems.,,9

ser ies

Since 23 March 1983, Soviet commentators have reiterated a
Of charges regarding the implications of SDI for strategic stability.
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The analyst is justified in concluding that many of these charges are
perennially trotted out to counter any U.S. politico-military initiative.
Writing in Pravda in 1983, Marshal Ustinov, then Soviet Minister for
Defense, asserted that "the intensive development of space warfare
systems is also a component of U.S. military preparations. A command
that is designed to administer space systems for military aims is already
in operation." 0 As a theme, the "militarization. 'of space" by the United
States was alive and well in the late 1960s-early 1970s, in discussions
1
on anti-missile defense and the Outer Space Treaty. 1
.
At the same time, the Soviet anti-SOl campaign includes only
Available
negligible references to Soviet military activities in space.
statements generally constitute denials: the Soviet Union has neither
developed nor does it intend to develop any space-based offensive
weapons.
The Soviets also maintain that existing Soviet space systems
do not violate existing arms control agreements. Throughout the anti-SOl
campaign, Soviet writings in fact reflect a single, unified line that excludes
self-criticism and self-analysis. Western treatments of the Soviet efforts
are more comprehensive. The 1987 edition of Soviet Military Power,
published by the Defense Department: provides a comprehensive
discussion of current and projected Soviet programs in the sphere of
strategic defE!nse.' 2
But disagreement among Western analysts on the
aims and effectiveness of Soviet strategic defense efforts warrants a
full-fledged debate on these issues .' 3
Despite the predictable Soviet reliance on both anti-American and
self-absolving rhetoric, however, the present review of Soviet writings
suggests that it is possible to examine several recurrent themes as real
Soviet perceptions of SOl, primarily because they reflect certain
cornerstone tenets of current Soviet military thought.
Echoed with
consistency over time by prominent Soviet political, military, and other
elite commentators. the selected themes contest the most popular
arguments of the Reagan administration in defense of S'DI:' 4
- SOl is Defensive: The Reagan administration has repeatedly
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stated that the SOl program is not offensive in nature. The
Soviets, in turn, assert that SOl is a program to acquire
"militarv superiority," that is, a first-strike capability. Current
Soviet military thought holds that neither side can achieve
"military superiority" in present-day conditions, and that
strategic parity is the cornerstone of U.S.-Soviet strategic
stability.
- SOl
Will
Render Nuclear Weapons
"1 mpotent and
Obsolete": To the Reagan administration's original assertion
that SOl will ultimately provide us with a world free of
nuclear weapons, the Soviets retort that SOl will serve as
The
the "catalyst" of an arms race in all directions.
administration has since stated, less ambitiously, that SOl will
"save lives and limit damage." 15
The Soviets maintain that
SOl will neither prevent a Soviet retaliatory strike nor
provide reliable population defense because it is technically
infeasible. According to Soviet military thought, the dialectic
of arms development will be tilted in the future in favor of
offensive weapons.
- SOl
Will
Enhance
Classic
Deterrence: The
Reagan
administration has consistently stated that SOl does not seek
to replace classic deterrence, but to strengthen it in the
16
face of the growing Soviet threat.
The Soviets in turn
have contended unremittingly that SOl will undermine mutual
deterrence and increase the risk of a nuclear cataclysm.
Soviet military thought has long held that mutual deterrence
is rooted in the mutual assured capability to deliver an
annihilating retaliatory strike after subjection ·to a first strike.

Peter A. Clausen argues that "[t] he strategic arguments for the SDI
rest on two fundamentally flawed premises: an unfounded technological
optimism about the effectiveness of space-based missile defenses, and a
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striking lack of realism about Soviet reactions to the program." 17 Indeed
the balance of judgment appears to hold that the technical feasibility of a
leak-proof
population
defense
is
"exceedingly
remote,
if
not
18
impossible."
Accordingly, Clausen maintains that the military-strategic
and arms control implications of SOl. rather than the endless debate on
feasibility, will be pivotal in determining its fate.
The most pivotal of these implications is Moscow's response.
Advocates of SOl argue that the Soviets can be educated or pressured
into accompanying the United States on its "defensive transition~' into
1
abandoning their long-standing offense-dominated force structure.
SOl
opponents contend that it would be nothing short of idiocy to expect the
Soviet Union to participate in the veritable dismantling of its most
powerful deterrent forces. This study will trace Moscow's articulation of
the probable Soviet response to SOl.
For reasons that include a penchant for secrecy, Soviet writers use
a rigorous system of esoteric communication techniques whose decoding
requires an equally rigorous cryptology. This study will therefore apply
to Soviet sources certain methodological criteria that have proved in the
past to help discriminate between propaganda and true belief in Soviet
wr itings.
Only those major, officially sanctioned Soviet publications that
are designated for internal audiences are cited in the text, and these were
reviewed in original Russian.
Selection of author/speaker has been
restricted to Politburo members and Central Committee elites, prominent
military figures, and influential "institutchiki."
[NOTE: The most prominent
commentators are identified in the . text; Soviet sources and other
commentators are listed alphabetically and identified in Appendixes A and
B.]
Each of these Soviet elites appears to play his own role in the
·anti-SOI campaign.
First. Politburo members have generally enunciated
certain themes that have constituted Moscow's recurring line on SOl, such
as Andropov's "bid to disarm the Soviet Union," and Chernenko's "catalyst
of an arms race."
They have also presented Soviet arms control
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proposals for space . Second, the top military leadership has articulated a
common and concrete line on Moscow's probable military response to
SOl.
Finally, many discussions on the technical feas ibility of SDI have
been conducted by "inst itut chiki" such as A. G. Arbatov, Yeo Velikhov, and
A. Kokoshin. These individuals boast substantial expertise in U.S. military
strategic doctrine and the physical sciences.
While there has long been dispute in the West over the purpose
of Soviet writings, doctrinal statements have often been sUbsequentl~
confirmed in Soviet hardware, exercises, and operational behavior.I
James McConnell maintains that "[i] f disinformation be defined as a
communication ' that the Soviet elite, skilled in reading the literature of its
specialty, would declare to be an untruth, then there is very little
disinformation in the Soviet press.',21
Among others, Richard Pipes and
Leon Goure have asserted that the Soviets say what they mean, and
22
usually mean what they say.
Some Western analysts will nonetheless contend that the Soviet
statements under examination in this study are merely a "commodity for
export;,,23 it should be emphasized that the contrary contention has
likewise peen alive and well over time. In 1975, Frank R. Barnett argued
that "it would be inconceivable that the Moscow regime would risk
deluding its own military personnel on such a mass scale, simply to
confound the West.,,24 About a decade later, Benjamin Lambeth affirmed
that "it has long been recognized by Western analysts that the Soviets
can scarcely lie to their own officers charged with implementing Soviet
defense guidance merely in order to deceive outsiders.,,25
Numerous
Western researchers of all persuasions, in fact are convinced that Soviet
writings provide an expansive display-case for de
facto
elite
.
26
perceptions.
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SDI AND STRATEGle PARITY
Since President Reagan's so-called "Star Wars" speech, Soviet
commentators have dwelt increasingly on the unique, double-edged nature
of defense in a nuclear age. In 1983, G. Gerasimov, the deputy chairman
of Novosti, argued that "anti-missile defense can do almost nothing for a
country subjected to a nuclear surprise attack; it most suits an attacking
7
country trying to reduce the strength of a retaliatory strike:,2
A
specialist on U.S.-Soviet politico-military issues at the Institute of World
Economics and Inter-national Relations (IMEMO), A. G. Arbatov explained
further in 1984 that
Given the accumulated arsenals of nuclear weapons, defense
is not primarily based on the capability for direct protection
against these weapons, but on the capability to inflict an
annihilating counterstrike in the event of an opponent's attack.
The means of protection turn into their very opposite, that is,
they serve the purpose of aggression inasmuch as they are
able to degrade or neutralize the counterstrike of the side that
has been subjected to an attack. 28
The linchpin of Soviet views on SDI is that its offensive aspects
outweigh its proclaimed function as a defensive system. As perceived by
Soviet elites, the offensive nature of SDI consists primarily in the U.S.
Writing in 1981 in Kornrnunist, Marshal
intentions that inform it.
N. V. Ogarkov, then Chief of the Soviet General Staff, articulated a
perennial concern of the .Soviet military: The United States "is seeking to
change in its own favor the approximate military balance prevailing at the
present time. . . . ..29 Col. L. Semeyko, an expert at the Institute of the
USA and Canada (IUSACI. explained that "[t] he military and strategic
equilibrium existing between the Soviet Union and the United States clearly
Moreover, he asserts, Washington
does not suit the U.S. leadership.,,30
has a global policy "for achieving military superiority by approximately the
en d 0 f t hiIS century . . . .,,31
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The Soviets frequently charge that SOl is a program designed to
acquire "military superiority."
As recently as October 1986, General
Secretary M. S. Gorbachev noted that the main danger of SOl lies in the
attempt to place offensive weapons in space, and thereby to achieve
"military. superiority.,,32
In his answers to a TASS correspondent's
questions, Defense Minister S. L. Sokolov announced the following:
The Pentagon is now rushing into space. What for? Once
again, to attempt to achieve military superiority over the Soviet
Union, this time through space. President R. Reagan's so-called
"Strategic Defense Initiative" is only called "defensive" as
camouflage, while it is in fact aimed at creating a new class of
weapon, a space stn'k e weapon.33
In his 1985 Pravda article commemorating the Russian Revolution,
Marshal Sokolov reiterated the charge: "The White House is seeking ways
of achieving military superiority . . . by developing a fundamentally new
type of weapon, space strike weapons.,,34
Among others, Politburo
member V. V. Grishin asserted that "the U.S. government is obsessed by
the idea of opening up a gigantic new field of nuclear competition in
space. And all of this is with the very same ob~ective of upsetting the
existing military-strategic parity to its advantage.',3
Taken at face value, this theme has a palpable propaganda content.
But Soviet military thought on the concepts in question indicates that over
time they have acquired a quite specific military significance independent
36
of their prominence in Soviet propaganda scripts.
Raymond L. Garthoff has observed that throughout the 1970s, both
the Soviet and American military acknowledged that "while each side has
certain areas of superiority, these balance out to yield an overall parity.
Nevertheless, there remain uncertainties as to the future.',37 The Soviets
rely on a variety of interchangeable terms to express the notion of
parity.38 Col. G. Lukava has defined it as "the approximate balance of
combat potentials (of strategic nuclear forces, medium-range nuclear
forces, and conventional forces) of the Warsaw Pact and the NATO
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Th
.
bl oc.,,39
e present section will demonstrate that when the Soviets
refer to strategic parity, they mean the capability of both sides to deliver
an annihilating retaliatory strike even after subjection to a first strike.
The Soviet military leadership has been quite explicit in its
affirmations that parity exists between the United States and the Soviet
Union on all force levels. Writing in 1982 in Pravda, the then Defense
Minister D. F. Ustinov specifically confirmed the existence of parity in the
principal U.S.
and Soviet forces: "whether you take strategic nuclear
arms, or medium-range nuclear weapons in Europe, or the conventional
forces of NATO and the Warsaw Pact, in every case an approximate
parity exists between the sides.,,40
Chief of the General Staff since
1984, Marshal S. F. Akhromeyev has explained that while some
differences exist, "[t] he truth is that an approximate equilibrium exists
between the Soviet Union and the United States in strategic arms,',41 He
stressed further that approximate equality is also the necessary basis for
the process of limiting nuclear arms.
Marshal Ogarkov has consistently referred to the fact of parity in
his writings: "the existing, approximate equilibrium in the correlation of the
sides' military forces" (1978); "the existing. approximate equality in
medium-range nuclear means in Europe" (1980); "parity between the
United States and the Soviet Union in the quantitative correlation of
strategic arms" (1982); "th e balance of forces on a regional, European,
and global scale" (1983); and "the approximate equalitx in nuclear arms
between the United States and the Soviet Union" (1985). 2
Col. Semeyko linked parity and the unthinkability of nuclear war in a
1984 article in I zvestiya. "A situation has been established that is often
called the 'nuclear impasse' in the West" he advises.
"The balance of
forces nevertheless ensures strategic stability: from a purely military point
.
43
of view, a nuclear war under its conditions is simply unthinkable."
In
referring to "the military-strategic equilibrium between the Soviet ' Union
and the United States, between the Warsaw Pact and NATO," Marshal
Sokolov stressed in 1985 that "[e] normous efforts and means were
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demanded of the Soviet people and the peoples of the other socialist
44
countries to achieve this equil ibrium. We will not permit its disruption."
The written evidence thus indicates that the Soviets accept the reality of
45
strategic parity in present-day conditions.
MILITARY SUPERIORITY
How then do the Soviets define "military 'super ior ity?" The answer
to this question is crucial for understanding Soviet views on SOL Prior
to the existence of parity, attained by the Soviets in the late 1960s-early
1970s, "superiority" was used either as an amorphous concept or in the
traditional sense of an overwhelming preponderance of nuclear might.
With few exceptions. this ragged usage prevailed until General Secretary
L. I. Brezhnev's January 1977 speech at Tufa.

At Tula. Brezhnev denied that the Soviet Union was striving for
46
military superiority with the aim of delivering a first strike.
"First
strike" was understood in the Western sense : a unilateral damage-limiting
capacity in all-out nuclear war, achieved through some combination of
offensive means and active and passive defensive means (ABM,
47
counterforce against land and sea, civil defensel.
Soviet military
thought had now concluded that neither side could achieve a unilateral
damage-limiting capability; defense of the population against the inevitable
retaliatory strike was unattainable.
In a 1978 interview. L. I. Brezhnev described the declining utility of
superiority: "The Soviet Union on its part feels that approximate equality
and parity are enough for defense needs. We do not set for ourselves
the goal of achieving military superiority. We know also that this very
concept no longer makes sense given the present enormous arsenals of
nuclear weapons and the means for their delivery already accumulated.,,48
Writing in Pravda in 1984. Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko agreed. that
in present-day conditions. "Icl alculations on achieving military superiority
are untenable and without prospect.,,49
A.

G. Arbatov impugns the value of superiority in present-day
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conditions when he stresses that the real politico-military meaning of
counterforce superiority has been eroded "because, with the present
balance of forces, it cannot signify a disarming strike capability.,,50 In his
1984 book, Arbatov reaffirms the standard formulation.
Military
superiority in the real sense of the word "has become unattainable, and
one or another partial advantage in strategic forces cannot be
transformed into a means of political pressure.,,51 . Among others,
O. Bykov, deputy director of IMEMO, has emphasized that regardless of
"the differences in structure of the strategic forces opposing each other,
a balance has emerged, excluding the possibility of one side's achieving a
decisive superiority over the other.,,52
As for the military leadership, Marshal Ogarkov cited the no
superiority formula a month after Tula, and has consistently echoed it
throughout his writings.53 Marshal Ustinov announced later that "r elying
on military superiority is completely hopeless. And it is also senseless in
conditions where available arms are more than enough to make biological
life on earth impossible.,,54
Gen.-Maj. R. Simonyan, an expert on U.S.
national security policy, was no less explicit: "In fact. given the equality in
strategic forces, when both sides have weapons capable of destroying all
life on earth many times over, neither the addition of new weapons
systems nor the enhancement of their destructive Rower can yield any
substantial military, much less political advantage:,55
Col. Semeyko
reiterated the Tula message in a 1984 article in Krasnaya zvezda. In
present-day conditions, he insisted, "strate%iC nuclear superiority, like
military superiority in general, is unattainable." 6 lvian¥ other authoritative
5
commentators have echoed the no-superiority theme.
Since Tula, Soviet elites have obediently equated "military
superiority" w ith a first-strike capability, in both the military and civilian
media. Marshal Ustinov offered an accurate definition of superiority in
his 1983 book: "Super ior it y is solely understood to be the attainment of
the capability to inflict a strike on the Soviet Union where and when
Washington considers it expedient, reckoning on the fact that a retaliatory
strike on the United States will be smaller in magnitude than under other
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..
,,58
con d itions.
A review of Soviet writings on SOl indicates that the anti-SOl
campaign represents both a resurrection and clear-cut continuation of the
Tula line on these politico-military concepts. Shortly before his death,
General Secretary K U. Chernenko made the following statement to CNN's
Stuart Loory: "To put it simply, the aim [of SOl] is to acquire the
capability to deliver a nuclear strike counting on impunity with an anti
missile defense 'shield' to protect against retaliation. This is the same old
policy to achieve decisive military superiority . ...,,59 V. V. Shcherbitskiy
asserted in 1985 that the United States "is attempting to achieve decisive
military superiority, and to guarantee for' itself conditions allowing it to
deliver a first nuclear strike while counting on impunity.',60
A military reviewer for Krasnaya zvezde. Col. V. Chernyshev has
confirmed that SOl is linked to "[t] he course of attaining military
superiority, . . . the strategy of being the first to deliver a nuclear
strike.,,61 Col. V. Viktorov published an article in 1984 that focused on
The
the Pentagon's work in the area of anti satellite (ASAT) weapons.
latter resulted from the U.S. quest for military superiority over the Soviet
Union , a quest for the potential to inflict "a first. disarming strike.',62
Also writing in 1984, Col. IV!. Ponomarev, a military-political reviewer for
Krasnaya zvezda, provided one of the most explicit statements to date of
the interchangeability of these concepts: U.S. plans to create an extensive
anti-missile defense system "are an integral part of the policy of using a
first strike, of attaining military superiority.,,63
According to Col.
E. Buynovskiy, the Reagan administration is concerned not with defense,
but with acquiring "a nuclear first-strike capability . . . , and attainment of
military superiority.',64
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FIRST-STRIKE CAPABILITY
In 1983, General Secretary Andropov described SOl as follows:
The adventurism and danger
the fact that all of these plans
of impunity, on the assumption
be made
The temptation
65
away.

of this undertaking stem from
are based on the expectation
that a first nuclear strike ca,"!,
to push the button is not far

Over time, many Soviet commentators have echoed the view that
sol is a program to acquire a first-strike capability.
In 1985,
M. S. Gorbachev charged that the essence of SOl is "to acquire the'
potential to deliver a first nuclear strike, and to deliver it with impunity.,,66
In 1984, Marshal Ustinov affirmed that "[t] his 'anti-missile decision' by
R. Reagan is aimed at securing for U.S. militarists the abilitt' to deliver a
first nuclear strike against the Soviet Union with impunity.,,6
In his 1985
Pravda article on the ABM Treaty, Marshal Akhromeyev asserted that the
proposed SOl "is giVing the United States the capability to deliver a first
strike in hOJ'es that a retaliatory strike on American territory will be
6
Akhromeyev reiterated the concern later in 1985: the
prevented."
essence of "Star Wars" is "to acquire for the United States the capabilit~
to deliver a f irst nuclear strike on the Soviet Union with impunity . ' ..,,6
General of the Army V. M. Shabanov, Oeputy Minister for Armaments
o
echoed Akhromeyev verbatim in a later article in Krasnaya zvezde .'
Engr.
M. Rebrov has charged that "the space anti-missile system is
intended not only for the destruction of the 'opponent's' satellites and
strategic missiles after they have been launched .
Pentagon strategists
hope to deliver a first OJ strike with impunity.
And this is the main
point.,,71
Gen.-Lt. O. Volkogonov, deputy chief of the Main Political
Administration (MPA) of the Soviet Army and Navy, noted that ·"if the
United States succeeded in developing such a system . . . the American
aggressors would have an opportunity to choose a particularly convenient
moment for a preemptive strike," 72
,

-ca

Throughout

the

anti-SOl

campaign,
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Soviet

commentators have

consistently stressed that a first-strike capability issues from the
conjunction of U.S. offensive and defensive systems.
In 1983, Lt. Col.
Yu. Mikhaylov noted that "Ipl lans to develop a large-scale anti-missile '
defense system, with a simultaneous buildup of nuclear arms, pursue the
aim of preparing to deliver a nuclear first strike.,,73 Yeo Velikhov, vice
president of the Academy of Sciences, has expanded on the theme: SOl
is a means of ensuring a first-strike capability because, "[a] t the same
time, [the U.S.] is pursuing an entire range of measures aimed at building
up its first-strike potential (deploying medium-range missiles in Western
Europe; developing the MX, Trident II, and Navstar systems; and
othersl.,,74 General of the Army Shabanov has charged that in practice,
"the United States is 'combining' efforts on the SOl pro*am with the
development
and expansion
of
offensive
systems."
Marshal
Akhromeyev asserted that the projected SOl "is a most important element
in the integrated offensive potential of the side that has created it . . .
and provides an opportunity for the United States to deliver a first
strike . . . .,,76 Numerous other Soviet elite commentators have echoed
the perception that SOl is a program to acquire a first-strike capability.77
The recurrent Soviet charge that SOl is a program to disarm the
Soviet Union stems logically from this perception of SOl's role in a U.S.
first-strike capability.
Yu. V. Andropov leveled it first in his initial
response to Reagan's speech, but prominent Soviet commentators have
echoed the concern. In 1985, K. U. Chernenko stressed that SDI is an
attempt "to disarm the other side, to deprive it of the capability to deliver
a retaliatory strike in the event of nuclear aggression aqainst it."7B
M. S. Gorbachev has charged that SOl is designed "to paralyze the Soviet
Union's strategic weapons" to ensure the delivery of a nuclear strike with
impunity.79
Marshal Sokolov contends that "the anti-missile shield is
designed to thwart a retaliatory strike from the Soviet Union, and to 'get'
in flight, so to speak, the Soviet missiles that have survived a U.S. first
nuclear strike."BO Marshal Akhromeyev has argued that the essence of
"Star ~ars" is "~o ,~efrive it [the Soviet Union] . . . of the capability for
a retaliatory strike.
General of the Army V. Shabanov, and Cols. V.
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Chernyshev and L. Semeyko, among others, have likewise reiterated the
82
original Andropov formula.
Writing in 1984, A. G. Arbatov explained in greater detail why the
utility of SOl is contingent upon subjecting the Soviet Union to a first.
"disarming" strike:
... under the conditions of any scale of deployment or
degree of effectiveness of the space-based anti-missile
defense system, it would be much more difficult with its aid
to ensure protection against a massive and coordinated missile
strike than to repel a less orderly and less powerful
"scattered," so to speak, nuclear strike.
Consequently, the
space-based system would primarily create a possibility, or the
illusion of a possibility. to screen the aggressor against the
retaliatory strike of an opposing side that has been degraded
to the maximum by a .pr eempt ive nuclear strike against its
strategic weapons and its guidance and communication
83
systems.
A major component of the Soviet perception that SOl is primarily
offensive is the contention that the space-based systems will have the
capability of striking ground targets. Marshal Ustinov. for one, warned of
this capability in a 1983 Pravda article: "the Soviet Union has suggested
to the United States that no strike weapons should be deployed in space,
and it is awaiting a response. If there is no response, then we will be
unable to disregard the U.S. intentions to turn space into a theater of war
by deploying in it strike forces capable of aiming not only at targets in
space, but also at our entire planet.,,84 Marshal Sokolov agreed in 1985:
"What is Washington really planning? To create an antt-missile defense
shield over the United States and, at the same time. to deploy first-strike
strategic offensive arms and new space-based strategic forces designed
to strike targets on earth, at sea, in the atmosphere. and in space .,,85
Marshal Akhromeyev has asserted that the SOl systems "are in fact strike
weapons for strikes against targets that belong to the probable opponent
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in all spheres."B6 In his November, 1985 post-summit press conference,
M. S. Gorbachev noted that space weapons can be used "against missiles,
against satellites, and against targets on earth.',B7
.
The writings of Col. Semeyko are representative of the Soviet
charge that SDI will have the capability to strike ground targets: "The
practical implementation of this scenario could, or so they claim, not only
result ~n the destruction of the Soviet Union's Armed Forces, its key
industrial targets, and its points of state and military command and
control. but also, at the same time, protect the United States aqainst the
consequences of a nuclear catastrophe."BB
In 1984, A. G. Arbatov claimed that the orbital combat stations
would be able to strike various targets on land, in the oceans, and in the
air, including "the military and political leadership, the armed forces, the
His 1984
population, the industrial and superstructure installations."B9
book on military-strategic parity alleged that "nothing will hinder the use
of these systems directly in a first strike, that is, for destroying armed
forces in their starting positions, the command-and-control complex the
o In
economy, the infrastructure, and the population of the other side.',9
their 1984 book, A. Gromyko and V. Lomeyko, first deputy chief of the
Press Department of the Foreign Ministry, included nonmilitary targets
located in space , as well as "numerous air and ground objectives.,,91
A. Kozyrev has mentioned targets in dense layers of the atmosphere, and
specified the means to be used : "MIRVed warheads prohibited by the
Soviet-American ABM Treaty.,,92
The record of written evidence indicates that the Soviet contention
regarding the offensive nature of SDI springs logically from post-Tula
military thought. The cornerstone message of Tula was the unattainability
of "milit ar y superiority," which in Soviet doctrine was equated with a
first-strike capability. First-strike capability was in turn understood as a
unilateral damage-limiting capacity in all-out nuclear war, a defense against
nuclear weapons ensuring that only acceptable damage would be sustained
in the course of an exchange. The Soviets view SDI as an attempt to
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secure such a first-strike capability for the United States.
Their
perception is further strengthened by the simultaneous expansion of U.S.
offensive systems, as well as by the projected potential of space'-based
weapons to strike vital ground targets.

SOl AND THE ARMS RACE
To the original claim by the Reagan administration that SDI will
provide us with a world free of nuclear weapons, the Soviets have
replied by maintaining that SOl will in fact be the "catalyst". of an
uncontrollable race in both offensive and defensive arms. Shortly before
his death, in an interview with CNN's Stuart Loory, General Secretary
K. U. Chernenko set the line by predicting that "[t] he militarization of
space . . . will become the catalyst of an uncontrollable arms race in all
directions.,,93
In his 1985 Pravda interview. M. S. Gorbachev observed
that "[j] ust as the emergence of nuclear weapons . . . only generated an
intensified race in nuclear and conventional arms. so the creation of space
weapons will have but one result: the arms race will become even more
intensive and will encompass new spheres.,,94
.
Variations on the "catalyst" theme. like those on the themes of
"military superiority"/first-strike capability, have functioned as propaganda
devices in past anti-American campaigns. . like the others, however. the
"catalyst" theme proceeds from one of the cornerstones of. Soviet
military thought it is the layman's version of the Marxist-Leninist law of
unity and struggle of opposites, or dialectic of arms development.

DIALECTIC OF ARMS DEVELOPMENT
This dialectic -- the process wherein every means of attack
generates a new means of defense, and every means of defense
generates a new means of attack -- has proved crucial . for shaping
long-term Soviet force development programs. From 1965 to 1976, the
proponents of nuclear force development held center stage precisely
because of the open-ended nature of the dialectic of arms development.
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While they we.re prepared to concede that all-out nuclear vver . would
result in unacceptable damage in present-day conditions, they deemed it
"indisputable that, in all countries that have nuclear weapons. means and
methods of active. and passive defense against these weapons ' and their
carriers will be perfected.,,95
In late 1965, Col. Yeo Rybkin . now a theorist at the Institute of
Military History, clarified the premise: "There is a possibility of developing
and creating new means of waging war which are capable of reliably
g
parrying an opponent's nuclear strikes." 6
Over a decade later, Col.
V. M. Bondarenko, then a theorist at the Lenin Military-Political Academy,
was even more explicit:
Granted the potential opponents do have the weapons for
mutual destruction, then the side that first manages to .create a
means of defense against them will acqu ire a decisive
advantage. The history of. military-technological development is
with
examples
wherein weapons that
seemed
replete
irresistible . . . have, within a certain time, been countered by
sufficiently effective means of defense. ... 97

L. I. Brezhnev enunciated two elements of Soviet military policy in
his 1977 address at Tula. First, he defined "military superiority" as the
This was understood as a
possession of a first-strike capability.
unilateral damage-limiting capacity in all-out nuclear war; achieved through
some combination of offensive means and active and passive defensive
means (ABM, counter force against land and sea, civil defense).98 Second,
he pronounced the impossibility of either side 's attaining "military
superiority," or limiting damage in an all-out nuclear war to acceptable
levels, and thus pronounced the impossibility of either side's developing
Bondarenko's "sufficiently effective means of defense." As V. I. Zamkovoi
explained: "The historical struggle . . . between weapons of attack and
weapons of defense will apparently be tilted in the future in favor of
weapons of attack."
Under these circumstances, "the very idea of
achieving military superiority . . . becomes absurd . .. ." The ineluctable
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development of nuclear weapons "has led to their beginning. in a certain
99
sense, to negate themselves . . . ."
Western analysts sometimes assert that the Soviets have never
viewed offensive nuclear forces as absolute weapons. 100 Neither have
the Soviets viewed defensive weapons as absolute: it is the nature of the
Since Tula. however,
dialectic of arms development to be continuous.
authoritative Soviet political. military, and other commentators have
consistently reiterated the Brezhnev formula: neither side can achieve
"military superiority"/first-strike capabilityl"sufficiently effective means of
defense" because the dialectic of arms development will be tilted in the
future in favor of offensive weapons.
The dialectic of arms development is the process wherein every
means of attack generates a new means of defense. But the process
continues: every means of defense then generates a new means of
attack, and so on.
In other words, every weapon breeds its own
counter -weapon. Sov iet references to this phenomenon began to emerge
en masse after the "Star Wars" speech.
In his very first statement on
the proposed U.S. program, Yu. V. Andropov reminded the world that
" [w] hen the Soviet Union and the United States began discussing the
problem of strategic arms, they agreed that there· is an inseverable
interconnection between strategic offensive and defensive weapons. And
it was not by chance that the treaty on limiting strategic offensive arms
was simultaneously signed. by our countries in 1972 [year of the ABM
Treaty] ." 1 0 1 In his 1985 Time interview, M. S. Gorbachev stated that the
interdependence of defensive and offensive arms is obvious and requires
102
no proof.
This inseverable connection between defensive and offensive
weapons, between every weapon and its counter-weapon, has been
stressed by numerous elite commentators during the anti-SDI campaign.,
including the then Foreign Minister A. Gromyko. 103
A. G. Arbatov has
dialectical . interdependence between the
likewise noted that "the
development of defensive and of offensive weapons is real in the sphere
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of strategic weapons . . . ,,104 In 1985, A. Kokoshin, deputy director of
IUSAC, wrote that creation of the space-based systems will inevitably
lead to the emergence of "systems for resisting those weafons, after
which more weapons to combat those systems will appear." 10
Kokoshin
has also summarized the view of numerous Soviet elite commentators: ·
"After all. the entire history of creating new weapons proves that for
every weapon, a counter-weapon is always found." 106 An authoritative
political observer for I zvestive. A. Bovin has articulated post- Tula
doctrine on the dialectic of arms development "The experience of the
development of military hardware' shows that offensive weapons ultimately
gain the upper hand over defensive ones. And there are no ~rounds for
1
hoping that everything will be the opposite in the given case." 7
In 'his 1985 Pravda article, Marshal Sokolov observed that
In signing the termless ABM Treaty, the sides agreed at that
time that an indissoluble interconnection exists between
strategic offensive and defensive arms. It was recognized at
that time that only mutual restraint in the sphere of ABM
systems can contain the arms race and make it possible to
advance along the road of limiting and reducing strategic
.
108
o ffensive weapons.
close interconnection
Marshal Akhromeyev agreed that " [a]
ob jectively exists between offensive and defensive strategic systems." 109
Moreover, he emphasized, this "interconnection .. .is enduring and
objective in nature, irrespective of the technical level of development
General of the
reached by those [offensive and defensive] arms." 110
Army Shabanov likewise. referred to this objective interconnection, and
reiterated that it was indeed reflected in the preamble of the Soviet
111
.
American ABM Treaty.
Among others, Col. V. Chernyshev has charged
that the development of SOl "will lead only to an expansion of the arms
race according to the law 'action generates counter-action'." 112

the

.The preceding section has focused on a theoretical discussion of
dialectic of arms development.
The general conclusion of this
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dialectic, that offensive weapons ultimately gain the upper hand over
defensive ones, has found a more concrete expression in another
recurrent theme of the Soviet anti-SOl campaign.
Since post- Tula
doctrine holds that the historical contest between weapons of attack and
weapons of defense will be tilted in the future in favor of weapons of
attack, ' '3 it follows that the Soviets will judge SOl to be technically
infeasible.
TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

In the course of the Soviet anti-SOl campaign, commentators have
been known to move freely among various levels of conviction regarding
SOl's technical infeasibility. A. Kokoshin of IUSAC has stated on different
occasions that the development of a reliable space-based anti-missile
defense system is doubtful, practically impossible, and impossible.
In
1983 he wrote that "the overwhelming majority of American specialists
have doubts, from a scientific and technological point of view, about the
very possibility of creating any sort of reliable defense of this type."" 4
He has likewise attributed doubts to the Soviet leadership, which "has
acknowledged the illusoriness of hopes for creating an 'absolutely reliable
A. G. Arbatov of IMEMO has voiced
defense' from space... ."" 5
doubts regarding the development of a "sufficiently reliable" means of
territorial defense "in the foreseeable future,"" 6 and "at the moment," , 7
In subscribing to the next level of conviction regarding SOl's
technical infeasibility, A. Kokoshin explains the origin of the "practically
impossible" formulation:
Leading Soviet scientists, responding to the aforementioned
speech by President Reagan [March 23,
1983], have
addressed an open letter to all people of good will, and
especially to scientists, in which they declare with all sincerity
. that there are no effective defensive measures in a nuclear
war, and that it is practically impossible to create them.' 18
This formulation of SOl's technical infeasibility by leading Soviet
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scientists has been repeated verbatim by numerous elite writers since its
.
.
119
Inception.
In the course of the Soviet anti-SOl campaign. the most definitive
formulations for the technical infeasibility of a space-based anti-missile
defense system have been variations on the general theme that a leak
proof system is impossible. In his 1985 Time interview. M. S. Gorbachev
stated that assertions regarding SOl's potential to guarantee a defense
against nuclear attack are "a fantasy. an empty dream." 120 Yeo Velikhov
has argued that
the plans for creating an absolutely impregnable anti-missile
defense system with space-based components are an illusion
not confirmed by any modern scientific or technical notions.
The scientists' conclusions. based on profound knowledge of
the
fundamental laws of nature and a comprehensive
assessment of the state of and prospects for developing the
out all variant readings and different
technology, rule
interpretations.
They are categorical and the arguments are
. 121
cone Iusive.
The Soviet perception that a leak-proof anti-missile defense
system is impossible is acquiring an ever-wider constituency over
122
time.
A. G. Arbatov has written that at present "a system of this kind
According to
cannot be 100 percent reliable and effective."123
A. Kokoshin, "no expenditure, and no scientific discoveries and technical
tricks can lead to the creation of an entirely reliable anti-missile defense
system.',124
S. Kulik not only echoes Kokoshin. but also adds that this
applies to an anti-missile defense system "with or without space-based
125
components."
Among military commentators. Col. E. Buynovskiy contends that the
contemporary level of the deve~opment of science and technology has
not yet revealed the specific ways of solving the tasks connected with
126
creating laser weapons in space.
General of the Army Shabanov.
Deputy Minister for Armaments. has written that
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The hope of developing an anti-missile defense system that
is capable of intercepting 100 percent of the missiles is
illusory. The history of armed combat and the dialectic of the
development of the means of attack and defense confirm
this , . . . . The destruction of a single ball istic missile and even
of its warhead, . .. will not create the actual preconditions for
accomplishing the task of repelling a mass strike of missiles.
The absolute weapon does not exist. 127
In the Soviet view, one of the most important implications of SOl's
technical infeasibility is that it cannot prevent a Soviet retaliatory strike on
the United States. As Yeo Velikhov asserted in 1984, "the hopes of U.S.
strategists, who consider that their anti-missile defense system could
save the United States from an annihilating retaliatory strike, are also
illusory." 128 This theme has been a recurrent component of the Soviet
anti-SOl campaign,129 and A. Kokoshin is representative in this regard:
"This 'defensive weapon' would be of virtually no benefit even to the
country that resorts to the first strike: it will be unable to protect the
overwhelming ma~ority of the population because it cannot prevent a
reta I·iatorv st nik e." 30
Another recurrent theme that stems from SOl's alleged technical
infeasibility is that such a system cannot provide reliable population
defense. As A. G. Arbatov explained in early 1986:
The point is that there is no , nor can there be, a weapon
that is 100 percent reliable and effective, even in purely
theoretical terms., ..
In view of the colossal destructive
force of even a relatively small quantity of nuclear weapons,
an anti-missile defense system to protect the population must
either be 100 percent reliable, or else it becomes completely
.
.
131
.
meaningless.
The Soviet perception that SOl is not a feasible proposition for
damage limitation has also been consistent over time in the anti-SOl
,
132 A
campaign.
. G. Arbatov, for one, has repeatedly stressed ·that SOl
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"will not ensure a 'reliable defense' of the peaceful population.
Most
likely. it is exactly the opposite: improving offensive weapons with a view
to overcoming the defense will lead to an even greater absolute increase
in losses in the event of a war." 133 A. Kokoshin has written that" [s] uch
'defensive weapons' can provide hardly anything to a country that has
been subjected to a sudden, massive attack, since they are not capable of
defending the overwhelming majority of the populace." 134
Writing in 1984, A. Tolkunov was somewhat more explicit than the
majority of Soviet commentators. Even if the United States could effect
a miracle, he wrote, "and manage to destroy 95 percent of enemy
missiles, the remaining 5 percent will be sufficient to destroy tens of
millions of Americans, and wreak indescribable havoc and irreversible
ecological damage." 135 Many other Soviet commentators have judged SOl
to be technically infeasible based on the law of unity and struggle of
.
136
opposites.
In his 1985 book, Marshal Ogarkov made a statement that was
groundbreaking for Soviet doctrine on strategic defense in a nuclear age.
Prior to 1985, Ogarkov had faithfully subscribed to the mainstream Soviet
line on the dialectic of arms development.
In his 1978 Kommunist
article, he explained that
the history of war convincingly testifies, for example, to the
constant contradiction between the means of attack and
defense. The appearance of new means of attack has always
[inevitably] led to the creation of corresponding means of
counteraction, and this in the final analysis has led to the
development of new methods for conducting engagements,
battles, and operations [and the war in general] . . . . This
also applies fully to nuclear-missile weapons, whose rapid
development
stimulated
military-scientific
theory
and
practice to actively develop means and methods of counter
action. The appearance of means of defense against weapons
of mass destruction in turn prompted the improvement of
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" 1 e means 0 f attac k . 137
nuc I eer-rnisst

The above passage was repeated verbatim in Ogarkov's 1982
book, with the addition of the words in brackets. 138 But in the 1985
book, History Teaches Vigi lance, Ogarkov made several significant
First, the
changes in his standard discussion of this dialectical law.
sentences that are italicized above did not appear in the book. Second,
he added a discussion that had never appeared before. World War L he
said, had led to a situation wherein the defense proved to be stronger
than the offense.
In the ·cour se of World War II, however, a new
contradiction arose: the means of offense proved to be stronger than the
As a result, during the war and especially in the
means of defense.
post-war period, "m eans of defense were developed at an accelerated
rate ... whose skillful use at a certain stage balanced the means of
139
offense and defense to some degree."
By excising the italicized sentences of 1978 and 1982, and
replacing them with the notion of a "balance" in nuclear means of offense
and defense in 1985, Ogarkov may be affirming. that he sees no militar~
utility in the further "improvement of nuclear-missile means of attack." 14
This is supported by his 1985 removal of a sentence that had always
appeared in his previous discussions of the law of unity and struggle of
opposites: "This [the law] applies fully to nuclear-missile weapons
Ogarkov may in fact be referring to a neutralization of nuclear
weapons in general.
In his 1985 book, he wrote that throughout the
1950s and 1960s, nuclear weapons were few and viewed only as a
means of supplementing the firepower of troops.
Here it should be
In the 1970s and
recalled that the 1960s belonged to Sokolovskiy.
1980s, however, the rapid quantitative growth of nuclear weapons and
the development of long-range, precision delivery means had led to "a
fundamental reassessment of the role of these weapons, and to a break
in previous views on their place and importance in war, on the methods
of conducting engagements and operations, and even on the f,0ssibility
1
of waging war at all with the use of nuclear weapons." 1
Soviet
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military thought has perhaps not offered a stronger
A
diminishing military utility of nuclear weapons.
writings since 1977 moreover reveals Ogarkov to be
of Moscow's conventional high-tech option for modern

statement on the
review of Soviet
the chief architect
14 2
war.

The record of written evidence indicates that the Soviet perception
of SDI as the "catalyst" of an arms . race in all directions is firmly rooted
in the Marxist-Leninist dialectic of arms development. By pronouncing the
unattainability of a damage-limiting capacity in all-out nuclear war, Tula
closed -the door on a debate that had lasted for over a decade in Soviet
military thought. The ineluctable development of nuclear weapons had led
to a situation wherein the dialectic of attack and defense would
henceforth be tilted in favor of weapons of attack: defense against the
inevitable retaliatory strike was unattainable.

SOl AND DETERRENCE
The intricate relationship between anti-missile defense and strategic
stability actually became an issue about two decades ago. As Raymond
Garthoff has explained: "Also by late 1969. the political and military
leaders of both the United States and the Soviet Union had concluded
that the greatest possible danger to (and certain cost in maintaining) the
strategic arms balance was the conjunction of possibilities for the
development of both ABM and MIRV.
Either of them could be
[TJ he leaders both in Moscow
destabilizing; both would surely be
and Washington had by that time decided that ABM limitation was the
more feasible and the more necessary of the two, and that MIRV control
was both less feasible -and less surely desirable." 143
According to Garthoff, the most obvious aspect of the Soviet
American strategic relationship relevant to the SALT objectives was the
attainment and recognition by both sides of a state of parity in mutual
deterrence: each side must be able to respond with a devastating
retaliatorx strike even if the other were to launch a massive surprise
attack. 14
Writing in 1980. G. Trofimenko. an expert at IUSAC, observed
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that the creation by the Soviet Union of a strategic arsenal comparable to
the U.S. strategic arsenal, not only in the number of systems but also in
quality, had radically changed the strategic p icture. The American force
was neutralized by the Soviet Union's force, he explained, "and the trend
towards mutual deterrence of the sides, not in words but in fact. came
. 145
to be dominant."
Garthoff has also noted that during the key formative period of
Soviet arms control policy, "there were a number of very clear and
explicit endorsements in Military Thought by influential Soviet military
leaders of the concepts of mutual assured retaliation and mutual
deterrence.',146 He has likewise clarified the connection between these
concepts. Mutual deterrence in Soviet writings "is usually expressed in
terms of assured retaliatory capability which would devastate the
aggressor,
This formula avoids identification with the specific
content of the American concept of 'mut ual assured destruction: often
expressed in terms of a countervalue capability for destroying a specified
percentage of the opponent's industry ' and population.
This American
interpretation is much more limited than the Soviet recognition of mutual
deterrence resting on mutual capability for devastating retaliation
unacceptable to a rational potential initiator of war, without calculations of
arbitrary industrial and population losses which theoretically would be
147
acceptable costs."
Writing in Kommunist in 198 1, A. G. Arbatov articulated the Soviet
acceptance of "Mutual Assured Destruction" 'MAD.) with an explicitness
rarely encountered in Soviet writings: "Let us recall that by the 'end of the
1960s, as strategic parity took shape between the Soviet Union and the
United States, the U.S. leadership was compelled to acknowledge that the
Soviet Union had acquired an indisputable ability to destroy a hypothetical
aggressor by a retaliatory strike. This possibility was called a capacity
for 'assured destruction' as a result of retaliation, and the United States
could not help reckon with the fact that it had ar isen more or less
symmetrically for the two sides.,,148
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G. Gerasimov, then deputy chairman of Novosti , subsequently
announced that "then, as now, both sides in the nuclear confrontation
possessed an assured capability to inflict an annihilating retaliatory strike
on the aggressor (the Soviet formula). or to inflict 'unacceptable damage'
on the attacking party as long as the situation for 'mutual assured
destruction' exists (the American formula).'" 49
MUTUAL ASSURED DESTRUCTION

As already indicated, the cornerstone message of Tula was the
unattainability of "military superiority"Ifirst-strike capability by either of the
sides .
This formula, by Gerasimov's admission the Soviet formula for
MAD., is repeated with consistency by the Soviet military leadership.
Marshal Ogarkov, for one, has grown more explicit over time regarding
this formula. In 1983, he published an article in Krasnaya zvezda that
included a concrete acknowledgement. of MAD.:
"Given the modern
development and spread of nuclear arms in the world, a defender will
always retain that quantity of nuclear means which are capable of
inflicting 'unacceptable damage,' as former U.S.
Defense Secretary
R. McNamara once put it, on an aggressor in a retaliatory strike. . . . In
present-day conditions, therefore, only suicides can gamble on a nuclear
first strike.'" 50 Ogarkov announced the following in his 1984 interview
in Krasnaya zvezda: "The fact is that , with the quantity and diversity of
nuclear-missile means already achieved, it is no longer possible to destroy
them [the opponent's nuclear-missile means] with one strike.
An
overwhelming retaliatory strike on an aggressor with even a limited
number of the nuclear warheads left to a defender, a strike inflicting
unacceptable damage, is inevitable in present-day conditions." 5'
Writing in 1986 in Krasnaya zvezde, Col. Semeyko of IUSAC spoke
of MAD. with an explicitness rarely provided by Soviet military men.
Quantitative improvements in the latest means of armed combat, he noted,
have led to an unprecedented phenomenon:
"the potential for the
2
Elsewhere in the article
repeated destruction of each of the sides ." 5
he refers to "the inevitability of mutual destruction" and "the danger of
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mutual nuclear destruction."
With the implementation of SOL he
continued, "U.S. acknowledgement of the inevitability of mutual destruction
as a result of nuclear war would be replaced by a stake on the
destruction of only one side."
Variations on the aforementioned formula for MAD. have become
standard fare in post-Tula Soviet thought Writing in 1980, O. Bykov of.
IMEMO noted that various improvements "in the correlation of nuclear
forces . . , gave rise to a new global strategic situation. The impossibility
of a disarming nuclear-missile attack, and the inevitability of an annihilatin~
retaliatory strike on an aggressor came to be its main characteristics." 15
A G. Arbatov agreed in his 1984 book: "the mutual capability of both
powers to inflict unacceptable damage upon each other even with a
retaliatory strike made a first nuclear strike senseless and brought about a
stability of the strategic balance." 154 In his report to the 27th Party
Congress, M. S, Gorbachev warned further that nuclear weapons "can
wipe the human race from the face of the earth.,,155
Soviet elite commentators have strongly condemned the Reagan
administration's contention that SOl is more stabilizing than MAD. As
already indicated, President Reagan's controversial initiative has incited 4i
revival of Soviet discussions on the law of unity and struggle of
opposites, or the dialectic of arms development.
SOl has likewise
provoked a flurry of Soviet statements on mutual vulnerability and M.AO.'
One of the linchpins of the entire anti-SOl campaign, in fact, is the
charge that SOl is inherently destabilizing precisely because it threatens to
undermine the more equalizing reality of MAD. in present-day conditions.
SOl has evoked one of the most explicit Soviet statements on
M.AD. As indicated earlier, G. Gerasimov. now head of the Information
Department of the USSR Ministry of Foreign Affairs, wrote in 1983 that
the mutual assured capability to inflict unacceptable damage on the
aggressor constituted the American formula for MAD. In turn, the mutual
assured capability to inflict an annihilating retaliatory strike on the
aggressor constituted the Soviet formula for MAD.
Gerasimov then
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emphasized that "[tJ his' capability is determined, apart from everything
else, by very restricted limitations on developing missile defense in

the Soviet Union and the United States.,,156
A. G. Arbatov of IMEMO has further clarified the issue in a lengthy
1984 article on the problems of and prospects for limiting anti-missile
defense systems.
What is specifical1y involved in this connection, he
wrote, is that "the broad public bases its notions on the belief that. in
view of the ability of each of the sides to execute a retaliatory strike
against the opponent under any circumstances, nuclear aggression cannot
be committed with impunity.
What is also involved is a wide-spread
belief in the destabilizing role of anti -satellite defense as a means aimed
at liquidating the retaliatory strike capability of the other side, and at
ensuring that nuclear aggression can be committed with impunity.',157
In 1985, G. A. Trofimenko of IUSAC stated clearly that (1) the
SALT II Treaty has enshrined the premises of MAD., (2) strategic parity is
rooted in MAD., and (3) mutual deterrence is synonymous with mutual
vulnerability: "But was it the Soviet Union . . . that scrapped the SALT II
agreement. which confirmed the situation of mutual assured destruction at
the level of complete parity? Is it the Soviet Union .. . that nurtures the
idea of liquidating the ABM Treaty, which .. .represents the best
guarantee of preserving the mutual vulnerability of the two sides, and
thereby also deterrence through its realistic function of persuading the
two sides of the need to refrain from a first strike?" 158

A. Borovik reminded his readers that "it was then [1972J tacitly
recognized, . as a result of prolonged arguments about anti-missile
defenses, that the military doctrine of so-called 'mutual assured
destruction' forms the foundation of international security at the
contemporary stage.
In criticizing it. and developing wild plans for
creating an 'absolute anti-missile defense: Reagan is leading the world
down a nuclear blind alley.,,159
In early 1985, F. Burlatskiy, political
observer for Izvestiya and head of the Philosophy Department in a
Central Committee institute, left his ' readers with the following rhetorical
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question:
Can it be denied -that the so-called "defensive weapons" will
not only fail to supplement the concept of' mutual deterrence
but, on the contrary, will undermine its foundations? On what
is the concept of mutual deterrence based?
It presupposed
that a country subjected to a nuclear attack has the capability
to deliver a devastating retaliatory strike against the opponent.
But if an adequately efficient shield is reall~ developed, what
kind of retaliatory strike can we talk about? 1 0
.

STRATEGIC STABILITY
Among the varied reasons cited by the Soviets to account for the
destabilizing nature of SOL four other themes have also received
extensive play .
The first is that SOl will permit the United States to
implement its long-standing intention to fight a limited or protracted war
in Europe. Writing in the precise context of SOL Col. V" Chernyshev of
Krasnaya zvezds contended that the United States plans to conduct
" 'limited' nuclear wars at a s~nificant distance from America's shores,
and above all in Europe. .. ." 1
Writing in Krasnaya zvezda in 1985,
Capt.
2nd Rank V. Kuzar' maintained that "overseas, they. have not
renounced the idea of waging a 'limited' nuclear war on the European
continent. Siting its first-strike nuclear weapons in Western Europe and
creating a space anti-missile defense system with its allies' help, the
Pentagon might resort to such a war in practice." 162
A. G. Arbatov
hypothesized in 1985 that
[t] he anti-missile defense system that is now being
proposed is by no means needed by the U.S. to deliver a
retaliatory strike, but rather as the potential for unleashing
"limited or protracted" nuclear war, and is intended to shield
the means necessary to conduct precisely this kind of action
using "MX" and "Midgetmen" missiles, B- 1 and "Stealth"
bombers, anti-satellite systems, and a sophisticated system to
163
control all these weapons.
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For obvious reasons, writes V. I. Bogachev, a military affairs
commentator for TASS, "Star Wars" proponents do not consider it
convenient to link SOl with the old American strategy of a limited nuclear
war in Europe:
Since Washington's concept of a nuclear war at a
significant distance from American shores is based on ensuring the
relative security of those shores against a "retaliatory strike of
retribution," the plans for SOl originate in the concept of a limited nuclear
war:
An anti-missile shield for the aggressor means a "limited
nuclear war" for Europe. . .. [I] f the United States calculated
before, without sufficient grounds, on relatively unpunished
aggression owing to the distance of its territory from potential
theaters of military action in Europe, then now, according to
its scheme, the "desirability" and even "expediency" of plans
for nuclear adventures on this continent must be reinforced by
a large-scale anti-missile system for the entire territory of the
· d States. 164
U
. rute
In mid- 1985. A. Kokoshin of IUSAC maintained that a multi-element
U.S. anti-missile defense system that transgressed the bounds of the
1972 ABM Treaty and its 1974 protocol would be destabilizing as one
of the most important means for "providing logistical support for the
concept of 'protracted' and 'limited' nuclear wars."
After all, say U.S.
strategists, "the anti-missile defense 'shield' will do its work and limit the
Writing in / zvestiya in 1985, Chief of the General
counterstrike." 165
Staff Akhromeyev summarized the official Soviet view when he wrote
unequivocally that in present-day conditions, military conflicts cannot be
limited by territory. It will be impossible to direct the conflagration of a
war into a narrow channel. "And this applies espeCially to nuclear war,"
he stressed.
"If the imperialists unleash it, it will inevitably assume a
166
.
general and global character."
Another reason cited consistently by the Soviets to account for
the destabilizing nature of SOl is that such a system will facilitate the
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achievement of victory in a nuclear war.
Since General Secretary
Brezhnev's speech at the 26th Party Congress in 1981 , Soviet doctrine
has held that "to count on victory in nuclear war is dangerous
The Soviet allegation that the United States believes in
madness." 167
victory in nuclear war has been brandished before, most recently during
the campaign against the U.S. deployment of Pershing lis and GLCMs in
Western Europe.
In the context of the SOl campaign, the theme of
victory is often connected with the aforementioned notion of limited war.
In 1984, Gen.-Lt. O. Volkogonov of the MPA linked SOl with a
hypothetical, U.S. -inspired war in the European theater:
In endeavoring to turn
nuclear clash, the Pentagon
anti-missile defense system
missing element of "ensuring

Europe into the epicenter of a
strategists see the future space
in their oPc1ans as that previously
victory." 1 8

Referring specifically to SDL Col. Semeyko wrote in 1983 that
"[t] he calculation on victory, however reckless it is, emerges here in its
boldest form." 169 Writing also in the context of SOL Col. V. Chernyshev
charged that, having overcome the other side's defenses, the United
States 81ans "to deliver a disarming nuclear strike and . . . win a nuclear
17
war."
Col. M. Ponomarev of K rasnaya zvezd a has noted that "I t] hese
are the same old attempts, as illusory as they are dangerous, to gain for
the United States the capability of not only waging nuclear wars, but also
,,171
. ,
h
wmmnq t em.

.
I

A. G. Arbatov noted in 1984 that :' [i] n the past decade, the strict
quantitative and qualitative limitations imposed on anti-missile defense [by
the ABM Treaty] have to a considerable extent deprived strategic
concepts, such as reduction of American losses in nuclear war to an
acceptable level, of their material basis and, consequently, rendered the
2
very idea of victory in such a war groundless." 17
Many other Soviet
commentators have noted a U.S. intention to use SOl for achievinq victory
173
in nuclear war.
A third reason cited often by the Soviets to account for SOl's
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destabilizing nature is that possession of such a system by one of the
sides will increase the risk of war. As Col. Semeyko of IUSAC put it in
1984, "[t] he illusory hope of combining an 'absolutely reliable shield' and
an 'undeflectible sword' may spawn the temptation to unleash a nuclear
4
war." 17
In his 1985 Time interview, M. S. Gorbachev warned that SOl
would spur the arms race in all directions, which means that the threat of
17 5
war will grow.
Defense Minister Sokolov noted that in signing the
ABM Treaty, the United States and the Soviet Union "officially stated then
that the acquisition by one of the sides of ABM means over and above
what is authorized by the ABM Treaty will inevitably lead to the disruption
of strategic parity, and to an increase in the risk of nuclear war." 176
Col. V. Chernyshev warned that the deployment of an anti-missile defense
system "would lead to an incr eased danger of a deliberate unleashing of a
177
nuclear war."
. In late 1985, General of the Army V. M. Shabanov,
Deputy Minister for Armaments, was even more explicit in a Krasnaya
zvezda article:
The deployment of anti-satellite weapons would exert a
destabilizing influence on the strategic situation. Any attack on
a satellite . . . would lead to the most serious consequences.
Moreover, the accidental failure of a man-made satellite as a
result of technical irregularities, especially in a period of
increasing tension, could be perceived as the opposite, and be
ai
178
t he cause 0 f a sharp con flict
Ict SItuation.
Among

others,

Yeo Velikhov of the

Academy of

Sciences and

A. Bovin of I zvestiya have likewise pointed to SOl's role in increasing the

risk of a nuclear cataclysm 179 In 1983, F. Burlatskiy of I zvestiya went
so far as to assert that "space weapons are provocative weapons, and
undoubtedly a 'casus belli' for nuclear war." 180
A final reason cited by the Soviets to explain the destabilizing
nature of SOl is its ' negative impact on the arms control process. Shortly
before his death, General Secretary Chernenko predicted that "[t] he
militarization of space would not only mean in effect the end of the
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process of nuclear arms limitation and reduction, but would also become
.
,,181 M
h I
the catalyst of an uncontrollable arms race in all directions.
ars a
Akhromeyev maintains that "any attempts to limit strategic offensive
'1 ,,182
armaments while creating space strike means are f uti e.
Since President Reagan's so-called "Star Wars" speech,
has contended that SOl is a direct threat to the integrity of
treaty. M. S. Gorbachev announced in 1985 that the appearance
strike means could undermine one of the most important bases
limitation: the ABM Treaty.183

I

Moscow
the ABM
of space
for arms

In the course of his answers to a TASS correspondent's questions,
Defense Minister Sokolov axplained that
Meanwhile. they [people in Washington] . . .conceal the
interconnection that objectively exists between offensive and
defensive arms, which is the basis of the termless Soviet-U.S.
ABM Treaty of 1972. They remain silent about the fact that
the creation by one of the sides of a large-scale anti-missile
defense system breaks this interconnection, destabilizes the
strategic situation, and forces the other side to restore the
.
,
184
Situation.
Here it should be noted that the Soviet statements
theme vary substantially in terms of the precise U.S.
perceived to constitute a violation or breach: from the
("any move in the direction of the creation" 185) to the
186
r'creation"
).

expressing this
activity. that is
most inchoate
most concrete
.

In his 1985 article in Pravda, Marshal Sokolov further clarified the
Soviet position. The development of SOl, he wrote, "is precisely a de
facto undermining of the ABM Treaty. First. because work is bei'ng done
on developing an ABIVI defense system for the country's entire territory
and, furthermore, for the territory of U.S. allies, which is banned by
Article I of the treaty." 187
Second, he emphasized, "because it is a
question of a space-based ABM system, which is banned by Article V."
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Marshal Akhromeyev has asserted that "by embarking on the
practical implementation of a large-scale anti-missile defense system with
space-based elements, Washington is working directly to undermine the
treaty." He went on to stress that "[a] II of this so-called 'research work'
is in contravention of the ' ABM Treaty." The Chief of the General Staff
has further maintained that SOl "is a territorial and even a global . . .
system that is totally prohibited by the treaty. Therefore, the creation of
laser, beam, and other such destructive components for that system is a
direct violation of the treaty." 1BB In his 1985 Pravda article, Marshal
Akhromeyev emerged as a most vocal proponent of preserving the ABM
Treaty:
The military-political significance of the Soviet-U.S. ABM
Treaty is extremely great.
This treaty is one of the
foundations on which relations between the sides are based.
By signing it, the Soviet Union and the United States
recognized that in the nuclear age, only mutual restraint in the
sphere of anti-missile defense systems will make it possible to
advance along the path of limiting and reducing nuclear arms,
that is, to curb the strategic arms race as a whole. . . . The
ABM Treaty. . . serves the interests of both sides' security,
lessens the danger of a nuclear war breaking out, and is
conducive to progress in further limiting and reducing strategic
offensive arms. If the treaty between the Soviet Union and
the United States.. . were to lapse for any reason, the
foundation on which talks between the sides on nuclear arms
limitation could be based and conducted would disappear. This
would effectively mean the collapse of talks and an
lB9
uncontrolled arms race for decades.
In a later Pravda article, Akhromeyev reiterated that the ABM
Treaty "is of fundamental importance to the entire process of limiting
nuclear arms, and what is more, it is the foundation on which strategic
Judging by Marshal
stability and international security are based." 190
Sokolov's subsequent article, this position has become the current line:
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The ABM Treaty is of fundamental importance for .nuclear
arms limitation. strategic stability, and international security. It
is the foundation and basis of strategic relations between the
Soviet Union and the United States, imposing clear limitations
on
the
quantitative
composition,
structure,
qualitative
characteristics, and deployment of the authorized ABM systems
.
191
of our two countries.
Of all the recurrent themes that constitute the Soviet anti-SOl
campaign, perhaps the most significant, in terms of what it portends for
a strategic stability rooted in arms control. is the demonstrable concern
of the Soviet political and military leadership for preserving the ABM
treaty. The Soviet rationale for signing the treaty is most probably as
operative today as it was in 1972.
A persuasive body of evidence
indicates that four perennial interests of the Soviet Union served then,
and would again, as the determining ones:
(1) to avoid a technology
dominated arms competition with the United States that it would most
likely lose; (2) to avoid what promises to be a monumental strain on
.industries and resources already severely strained; (3) to ensure the
effectiveness of its ICBMs -- indeed, of its entire strategic structure -
by inhibiting the development of U.S. anti-missile defense systems; and (4)
to ensure for the Soviet Union the time required to eliminate or at least
decrease the U.S. lead in BMO-related technology.
Throughout the anti-SOl campaign, in fact, the Soviets seem to be
communicating a sense of deja vu: after all, didn't we settle this back in
1972? Even SOl disciples Keith Payne and Colin Gray have confirmed
that .. [d] uring the early 1970s the Soviet Union chose to limit U.S.
superiority in ABM technology through arms control rather than by relying
upon offensive countermeasures alone.,,192 In an article in the Bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists, Michael Krepon and O. Geoffrey Pick have
predicted that .. [g] iven current deficiencies in Soviet defenses, and
growing U.S. offensive capabilities, the Kremlin is unlikely to break out of
the ABM Treaty. . The Soviets are far more likely to pursue hedges
against prospective deployments of U.S. strategic defenses, while leaving
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a decision tc? abrogate or amend the treaty up to the United States ." 193
Whether or not the Soviets accept MAD. as a reality in present
day conditions has perhaps emerged as the most contentious issue in
Western debate on Soviet military policy. When Brezhnev rejected at
Tula the possibility of developing a means of defense against nuclear
weapons, he thereby rejected the possibility of limiting the destructive
consequences of a nuclear exchange to acceptable levels. The Soviets
themselves have described the Soviet formula for MAD. as the
possession by "both sides" of an assured capab ility to deliver an
annihilating retaliatory strike on an aggressor. According to the Soviets,
strategic parity is in fact a parity in MAD., whose preservation is rooted
in strict limitations on anti-missile defense. The Soviets thus view SOl as
destabilizing primarily because it threatens to undermine the more
equalizing reality of mutual vulnerability in present-day conditions.
In short, the essence of the Tula line was a downgrading of all
nuclear contingencies. When the Soviets accepted MAD. as a present
day reality, the Soviet debate on the viability of nuclear war as an
instrument of policy was resolved by a consensus: nuclear war is so
unpromising and dangerous that it remains an instrument of policy only in
theory, an instrument of policy that cannot be used. A growing body of
evidence thus indicates that in 1977, coincidentally with Tula, Moscow
designated an independent conventional war option as its long-term
military development goal.
Numerous Western analysts continue to
present evidence of changes in Soviet strategy, operational ' art, force
structure, weapons modernization, and operational behavior that clearly
point to a Soviet preference for conventional warfare.
Since Tula, the highest political, military, and academic figures in the
Soviet Union clearly present a consensus on the diminishing politico
military utility of nuclear war in present-day conditions.
While this
consensus represents a ground-breaking shift in Soviet doctrine since the
heyday of Marshal Sokolovskiy, there is scant evidence of any dispute on
the new correlation of war and policy in a nuclear age. Sokolovskiy has. .
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on the contrary, been quietly displaced by a new revolution in Soviet
military affairs.
Marshal N. V. Ogarkov and other hard-minded Soviet
military figures have themselves emerged as the architects of the Soviet
shift away from nuclear contingencies and toward an independent
conventional, high-tech option.

THE SOVIET MILITARY RESPONSE
Since 23 March 1983, numerous Soviet elite commentators have
discussed the Soviet military response to SOl. Jihile H. Grunwald has
maintained that "the Soviets seem genuinely afraid of a technological race
with the United States in space defense:' , 94 Soviet writings have
consistently portrayed a consensus on the resilience of the Soviet
economic, scientific, and technical potential.
Yeo Velikhov's statement is
representative of this conviction: "The Soviet Union has repeatedly proved
that its existing economic, scientific, and technical potential enables it to
respond adequately and in the briefest period of time to any threat
against its security." 195 A. Kokoshin has been somewhat more precise:
" [T] he Pentagon has no chance of gaining an advantage over the Soviet
Union in this area in light of the USSR's achievements in the
corresponding scientific and technological spheres." 196
Most recently,
M. S. Gorbachev announced that "[0] ur material and intellectual potential
ensures that the Soviet Union has the capability to develop any type of
weapon if we are compelled to do so." 197
Judging from past Soviet
behavior, scarce resources will in fact be galvanized to meet the
perceived military requirements for countering SDI.
The present review of Soviet writings on SDI has yielded, among a
multitude of statements on the ways in which SDI might be overcome,
few explicit references to the possible development of a matching
system by the Soviet Union. Writing in 1984, A. G. Arbatov of IMEMO
affirmed that "under these conditions, the security of all sides will be
substantially undermined, including that of the United States, especially in
view of the Soviet Union's ability to build a space-based anti-missile
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' response to the U.S.
d e f ense .sys t em In

program." 198

In his answers to a TASS correspondent, however, Defense
Minister Sokolov did make mention of Moscow's possible intention to
develop its own defensive systems:
If the United States begins to militarize space, and thereby
undermines the existing military-strategic equilibrium, the Soviet
Union
wiil
be
left
with
no
choice
but
to
adopt
countermeasures to rectify the situation,
These could be
measures in the spheres of both defensive and offensive
199
arms,
In his 1985 Pravda article, Sokolov explained further that people in
the United States are perfectly well aware that the deployment of a
large-scale ABM system by ' one side "will inevitably prompt retaliatory
actions by the other in the f,orm of the quantitative and qualitative growth
of strategic offensive weapons, and the development of a large-scale
ABM defense for the country, which also means the development of
means for neutraliZing ABM defenses.,,200
Chief of the General Staff Akhromeyev included the following in
his 1985 Pravda article: "[The Soviet Union] is left with no choice: it will
be forced to ensure the restoration of the strategic balance, and to build
up its own strategic offensive forces, supplementing them with means of
defense.,,20 1 Akhromeyev warned later that if "Star Wars" continues, the
Soviet Union will have no choice other than "to adopt retaliatory measures
in both offensive and other s~heres, not excluding defensive arms, and
including space-based [arms]." 02 The present review of the literature
indicates that the Soviets will nonetheless place priority on the
reinforcement of offensive forces and various countermeasures.
I

While Tula closed the door on the possibility of a damage-limiting
capacity in nuclear war, the Soviets have not lost all interest in strategic
defense',
That interest, however, has been limited to developing
conventional ballistic missile defense within the framework of the ABM
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Treaty.203 Rather than being a crash program, the Moscow A8M system
has developed in a deliberate manner for about 20 years. The Soviets
maintain a minimum commitment to strategic defense against accidental
and third-country nuclear attacks, but have not pursued a comprehensive
defense against any determined U.S. effort to penetrate their systems.
Soviet efforts and capabilities, particularly
in air defense,
could serve
.
,
largelv as protection against the devastation of modern conventional
204
wars.
REINFORCEMENT OF THE OFFENSE

Writing in 1984, A. G. Arbatov summarized the Soviet consensus
that SOl will lead to a buildup of offensive arms: "Precisely: the
development and introduction of defense against nuclear-missile weapons
lead to an increase in and perfecting of offensive weapons which, in
turn, not only neutralize defense improvements, but also whip up the arms
,,205
race even more. . .
In affirming that offensive and defensive arms are inseparably
interrelated, Chief of the General Staff Akhromeyev warned that if "Star
Wars" develops without restriction, "an uncontrollable race in both
strategic offensive and space arms will begin." This , he continued, "is the
objective reality.',206 General of the Army Shabanov, Deputy Minister for
Armaments, explained that "the development of defensive systems
inevitably provokes the qualitative and quantitative improvement of
offensive weapons systems.',207
He emphasized that the development
and deployment of strike arms in space would essentially lead "not only
to the quantitative, but also to the qualitative growth of nuclear, and
above all strategic offensive arms." Col. Semeyko of IUSAC pointed out
that even Western experts agree: "one side's attempts to create an anti
missile defense shield would force the other side to reinforce its means
of overcoming it. And the reinforcement of the latter . . . would bring
about further improvements in strategic defensive systems.',20B
But he
stressed that "the creation and deployment of anti-missile defense
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weapons in space would inevitably give rise to the intensification of the
.
209
o ff ensrve arms race."
Among others, Col. V. Chernyshev of Krasnaya zvezda has stressed
the Soviet position. Not only will SOl not lead to any reduction in nuclear
weapons, he wrote in a 1985 article, but "there will arise a need to
increase offensive means in order to compensate for potential disruptions
of the balance of forces caused by the anti-missile defense.,,2 10
As indicated throughout this study, M. S. Gorbachev has reiterated
the major Soviet themes regarding the implications of 501 for strategic
stability. In the most authoritative statement to date on the Soviet military
response to 501, the General Secretary warned that "[iJ f preparations for
'Star Wars' continue, we will be left with no choice but to take
countermeasures -- includin~, of course, the reinforcement and upgrading
of offensive nuclear arms." 11
He has also announced that the Soviet
'
1
1
b
"
.
,,212
. space. 213
response WI
e asymmetncal,
and not necessan.\y In
Marshal Akhromeyev likewise stressed offensive arms in a 1985
Kommunist article. The attempt to develop 501, he wrote, will provoke
the corresponding counteractions of the other side: "Then no limitation
and reduction of strategic offensive weapons will be possible. The sides
will, on the contrary, continue to improve and deploy them. This is the
. ,,214
rea IIty.
.
COUNTERMEASURES

Among others, A. Gromyko and V. Lomeyko have addressed the
issue of the survivability of 501 components in the face of
countermeasures: "any space antisatellite systems, as well as other space
types of arms, would themselves ' be exceedingly vulnerable to various
Writing in 1985, V. Falin, a political
means of counteraction.,,215
observer for I zvestiya, pointed out that "the anti-missile complexes are
no less sensitive to the very same technologies they will possess.Y 16
Yeo Velikhov and A. Kokoshin agreed in 1985 that "the space tiers of an
anti-missile defense system will be highly vulnerable to various means of
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counteraction, both active and passive." They went on to emphasize that
"an effective network of such means could be built much more quickly.
and V\(ould cost much less than the anti-missile defense system
itself. .
217
A. G. Arbatov has likewise noted that the means of
counteraction will be "much less costly and much simpler" than the
space-based system .itse If .218
Writing in 1985, Yeo Velikhov of the Academy of Sciences
summarized the Soviet certitude that SDI can be overcome by active and
passive countermeasures:
Even if we assume that it will be possible to solve certain
tricky (from the scientific-technical viewpoint) "defense"
problems, the anti-missile defense system will turn out to be
highly vulnerable to various countermeasures. The point is that
there are always simpler and cheaper methods of overcoming
the most sophisticated "defense systems." The creation of a
space anti-missile defense system would qUick~ lead to the
development of offensive means to overcome it. 19
Writing in 1984, A. G. Arbatov of IMEMO listed the following
possible countermeasures: "The passive means of this type can
include . . . the masking of launchings with a smokescreen and the multi
layered ablating and repelling means of covering the missiles. The · active
means of this kind include ballistic interceptor missiles of high starting
acceleration to hit the stations. 'space mines: land-based laser beams of
great intensity, 'clouds' of obstacles along the trajectory of combat
stations, and so forth.,,220
Arbatov
explained
further
that
" Ed] ifficulties
will
grow
immeasurably in view of the possible countermeasures against a space
anti-missile defense system, measures ranging from simply increasing the
number of objects (the real ballistic missiles and all kinds of false targets)
that the system is expected to intercept, and various passive methods for
both defending against the space anti-missile defense system and
overcoming it, to a special weapons system that knocks out the orbital
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laser
and various elements of their guidance, communications, and
_ stations
221
supply."
Writing in 1985, V. Falin of I zvestiya observed that "Ifl here is
absolutely no need to double or treble the number of strategic delivery
vehicles of the present type to make the 'str at egic shield' lose credibility.
Scientists calculate that this would be achieved at a fraction of the
expenditure by using heat shields, making missiles rotate, coating them
with wave- and light-absorbing materials, and so forth.,,222 Elsewhere he
has asserted that "there are many different ways to devalue, to use
Washington's terminology, the 'space umbrella' ":
The simplest is to fill space with a mass of garbage that
will liken a sophisticated detection and identification system to
a bloodhound forced to follow a trail dusted with a mixture of
tabasco and pepper. . "
But it is not difficult to imagine
something a little more complex. Rocket bases on the moon,
for example, . . . There are also the options of semiorbital
and orbital rockets, the only defense against which is not to
have such systems. The desire for a first strike could also be
removed by the deployment of superheavy missiles at the
bottom of reservoirs, or by the creation of devices to
paralyze
all communications
systems
and systems
for
monitoring space , air, and water, and perhaps also electricity
,
223
supp Iy Imes,
Foreign Military Review wrote in 1984 that in terms of
countermeasures, individual warheads do not offer any substantial
advantages over multiple warheads. But single warheads could overload
the radio-electronic devices of an anti-missile defense system, therebx
22
ensuring that a number of ballistic missiles penetrated the defense.
Writing in March 1985, Col. Chernyshev of Krasnaya zvezda charged that
the United States was developing means of overcoming the anti-missile
defense system of a potential opponent.
These means included
maneuverable warheads for strategic missiles, reflectors dispersed on the
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missile's trajectory to confuse the sensors of the defense, decoys, and
225
'
Isctronic
' comb at .
means for rad lo-e
In their public statements, Soviet military commentators have
repeatedly focused on bombers, cruise missiles, and depressed-trajectory
missiles as effective counters to an anti-missile defense system.
The
most authoritative statement on countermeasures came in late 1985 from
Marshal V. I. Petro v, then First Deputy Minister.
In referring to "the
Pentagon's" development of means to overcome an anti-missile defense
system, he listed the improvement of both dummy warheads for ballistic
missiles and the technology for maneuverable ICBM and SLBM warheads,
as well as the search for ways to reduce that portion of- the missile's
trajectory most vulnerable to a space-based anti-missile system. Petrov
focused first, however, on the "U.S." development of "high-speed cruise
missiles that could avoid beam weapons by their low altitudes, and
ballistic missiles traveling at altitudes too low for space-based beam
226
weapons,"
Marshal Petrov has not been . alone in focusing on cruise and
depressed-trajectory missiles as counters to SOl.
In his 1984 book,
A. G. Arbatov also pointed to the difficulty of defending against cruise
Writing in Krasnaya zvezda in early 1985, Capt. 2nd Rank
missiles?27
V. Kuzar' agreed that even if a space-based defense were actually
developed, "the opponent can sharply increase the number of cruise
missiles . . . or develop a new ·type of missile with a depressed
trajectory. . . :,228
Also writing in 1985, Col. Chernyshev of Krasnaya
zvezda asserted that "rio system of anti-missile defense can guarantee a
close to 1DO-percent defense against ballistic missiles, and [no system]
can limit the effectiveness of other delivery vehicles such as bombers
.
" 1 ,,229
and cruise mlSSI es.
In a 1986 Krasnaya zvezda article, V. Pustov warned that the
United States was emphasizing the development of bombers equipped
with "Stealth" technology, which cannot be detected by -rnodern air
defense means.
According to this military observer, Reagan had also
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instructed the Pentagon to accelerate its development of long-range
cruise missiles equipped with the same "Stealth" technology.
Owing to
both the new technology and their endo-atmospheric altitudes, wrote
Pustov, the United States is countinq heavily on such missiles to
· air
. d e f.ense means. 2'30
overcome any S oviet
The record of written evidence indicates that the Soviets are not
planning to develop a matching space-based anti-missile defense system.
They have opted for overcoming rather than matching such a system .
23 1
because the former is judged to be considerably cheaper.
A
persuasive body of evidence mC?reover indicates that the Soviets do
indeed fear a technological lag in the requisite technology, or an "SOl
Gap." At the same time, post-Tufa Soviet doctrine is firmly rooted in the
following tenets:
- The historical dialectic between weapons of attack and
weapons of defense will be tilted in the future in favor of
weapons of attack.
- Neither side can achieve "military superiority"/first-strike
capability because neither side can achieve Bondarenko's
"sufficiently effective means of defense."
Strategic defense as envisioned in SOl is inherently
destabilizing because it undermines the Soviet formula for
MAD.: a mutual assured capability to inflict an annihilating
retaliatory strike on an aggressor even after subjection to a
first strike.
During a 1985 interview in which he outlined the Soviet response
to SOl, Defense Minister Sokolov included the following statement: "I
consider it necessary to stress quite definitely that our measures will be
adequate to the threat that could be created against the Soviet Union and
its allies.,,232
Not long ago, variations on the following statement by
General Secretary Andropov dominated Soviet elite writings: " [TJ he
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question is that of deploying analogous Soviet means . .. which, with
respect to characteristics, will be adequate to the threat that American
missiles being deployed in Europe are creating against us and our
'

ales.
II

,,233

Sokolov has considered it necessary to "stress quite definitely" the
precise formulation that was extensively employed to characterize the
then-impending Soviet response to the U.S. deployment of Pershing lis
and GLCMs in Western Europe. The implication is clear: what Moscow
SAYS is what Moscow DOES.

CONCLUSION
The record of written evidence indicates that the Soviet contention
regarding the offensive nature of SOl springs logically from post-Tula
Soviet doctrine. The cornerstone message of Tula was the unattainability
of "military superiority," which in Soviet military thought was equated with
a first-strike capability. First-strike capability was . in turn understood as
a unilateral damage-limiting capacity in all-out nuclear war, a defense
against nuclear weapons ensuring that only acceptable damage would be
sustained in the course of an exchange. The Soviet Union views SOl as
an attempt to secure such a first-strike capability for the United States.
This perception is further strengthened by the simultaneous expansion of
U.S. offensive systems, as well as by the projected potential of space
based weapons to strike vital ground targets.
The evidence further indicates that the Soviet perception of SOl as
the catalyst of an arms race in all directions is firmly rooted in the
Marxist-Leninist dialectic of arms development.
By pronouncing the
unattainab ility of a damage-limiting capacity in all-out nuclear war, Tula
closed the door on a debate that had lasted for over a decade in Soviet
military thought. The ineluctable development of nuclear weapons had led
to a situation wherein the dialectic of attack and defense would
henceforth be tilted . in favor of weapons of attack: defense against the
inevitable retaliatory strike was unattainable.
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The present study also provides evidence that the Soviets have
long presented a consensus on the mutuality of vulnerability to nuclear
annihilation in present-day conditions. When Brezhnev rejected at Tula
the possibility of developing a means of defense against nuclear weapons,
he thereby
rejected
the
possibility
of
limiting
the
destructive
consequences of a nuclear exchange to acceptable levels. In the Soviet
view, strategic parity is in fact a parity in MAD. The Soviets themselves
have described the Soviet formula for MAD. as the possession by "both
sides" of an assured capability to deliver an annihilating retaliatory strike
on an aggressor even after subjection to a first strike. Hence Moscow
views SDI as inherently destabilizing precisely because it threatens to
undermine the more equalizing reality of MAD. in present-day conditions.
In their public statements on the probable Soviet military response
to SOl, . the highest Soviet political and military leaders have fully
concurred with mainstream Soviet military thought.
Offensive weapons
will retain their edge over defensive weapons in the nuclear age, both
technologically and financially. As a result, Soviet writings and capabilities
provide evidence of a Soviet focus on bombers, cruise missiles, and
depressed-trajectory ballistic missiles whose effectiveness cannot be
checked by SDI. . Official declaratory policy moreover indicates that the
Soviets will expand their offensive forces and merely supplement them
with defensive systems. The alternative would mean a surrender of their
most powerful deterrent forces to an opponent perceived to be seeking
a new brand of unilateral disarmament
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APPENDIX A
MAJOR SOVIET PERIODICALS REVIEWED
Official
Aviatsiya i kosmonavtika (Aviation and Cosmonautics):
monthly journal of the Soviet Air Forces. Established in 1918. Published
by the Soviet Air Forces. Editor-in-chief: O. A. Nazarov.
I zvest iya:
Official
newspaper
of
the
Soviet
government
Established in 19 17. Published by the Presidium of the US;S.R. Supreme
Soviet.
Kommunist: Official theoretical and political journal of the Central
Committee of the C.P.S.U Established in 1924. Published by "Pravda " of
the C.P.S.u. Central Committee. Editor-in-chief: I. T. Frolov. Circulation:
1,098,000.
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